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Luke Chamberlin’s State of Mind Q4 2022 “On Wanderlust”

Waking up from a dream • Shadows • Living in the gap between
the walls • The lost regiment • Rachmaninoff • Pinocchio • The
Battle of Britain • Wanderlust

“I don’t believe there is anything in the whole earth that
you can’t learn in Berlin except the German language.” —
Mark Twain, Letters

Dear Friends,

I woke up in the middle of the night from an incredible dream.
In my dream, I was listening to a song, an old favorite that I
hadn’t heard in years. I was driving down a long open road in a
car, and the beat and the melody infused me with a limitless
joy that can only come from music, or a religious experience,
or perhaps drugs and alcohol. I was free and happy, moving
forward at an improbable speed, I didn’t know where I was nor
my destination, if I had one, and there was only a sense of
adventure and anticipation for the future. And the song, one of
my favorites from years ago, that I had since forgotten all
about, matched this mood perfectly. The verse gave way to the
chorus and the melody shifted, lifting me even higher, and just
when I thought the ebullient chorus had reached its peak, there
was a pause, and I knew this pause, I knew it but couldn’t say
why, and then I suddenly remembered what came next, and then
the instrumental break opened up and I was at the top of a
rollercoaster tumbling over the edge, my stomach was in free
fall, it was a hand plunged into my viscera, it was the first
time I fell in love. As it threw me down and whipped me around
I promised myself that I would never again forget this song,
and that I would play it as soon as I woke up, and every day
after, and I would never again forget who I really was, where I
came from, and the excitement life held.
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When I woke up, disoriented and sweating in the darkness,
fragments of the melody still floated through my mind. I tried
to hold onto them, humming what notes I could remember as I got
out of bed and poured some water from the tap and drank it down
in one gulp. The melody was so familiar, the name of the song
almost within my grasp, but soon it was gone entirely and I was
standing alone in the dark kitchen holding an empty glass.

The morning came slowly and I never fell back asleep. Instead,
I lay on the couch in our living room and watched the light
from the rising sun slowly illuminate the apartment. How odd, I
think, that I watch the sun set nearly every day but only see a
handful of sunrises. When you watch the sun rise, the change
from night into day is so imperceptible from second to second
that you are never sure when day has come until you realize it
arrived some time ago. First, I watch the hard edges in the
room illuminate: the corners on the books and the bookshelves,
the table, the television screen. Then, the soft edges: the
plants, the couch, the pillows. I think the hard edges are more
noticeable because they create shadows, and the day is here
when shadows appear, which is not intuitive, we associate the
day with light and shadows with night, but in the darkness
there are no shadows, and as the sun comes up the remaining
pockets of darkness are what give contrast and definition to
the objects in the room.

Our apartment looks strange and unfamiliar in the daylight. We
have been away for months and I am not yet used to being back.
This past July I did something a bit uncharacteristic and left
my job to take a sabbatical from work. I booked an apartment in
Berlin for two months and enrolled E in a German language
summer camp. If you are a reader of this periodic newsletter
you might recall that I’ve written a few of them from Berlin,
usually en route to or from Turkey to visit K’s family. This
would not be a long vacation, but a chance to pretend we lived
in Europe. I felt a need to tie up one chapter stretched longer
than anticipated by the pandemic and lockdowns and start a new
one, fresh on a new page. When deciding to take a break, a real
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break, you need to break from as much familiarity as possible.
Change everything around you, before you can change yourself.
In a new place, everything feels possible, including the
foolish. And, who knew where it could lead?

The apartment building we stayed in, unbeknownst to me when I
rented it on a baffling German website with the aid of an
online translation program, was built after 1989 in the no-
mans-land where the former wall ran along Harzer Strasse and
separated the American sector from East Germany and the Soviet
Union. The Berlin Wall was actually two walls in many places
with a wide gap in the middle that gave clear lines of sight to
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either shoot or help anyone trying to cross (depending on your
point of view). This empty space today is filled with a long
block of apartment buildings, some social housing, but mostly
condos. A small metal plaque and a line of off-colored cobble
stones mark the former boundary.

I cross this line daily on my way to pick up groceries at the
local Edeka, Germany’s largest grocery chain. I have long
thought that grocery stores are the best place to learn about
any culture, food being so central to the human experience, and
I think all travel itineraries should include grocery shopping.
Not food tourism in fancy food halls or markets, but whatever
chain store a typical family might shop at to pick up their
weekly supplies. At the Edeka, the first thing that stands out
to me is the amount of space devoted to mineral water. There is
an entire aisle devoted to the stuff, with different qualities
such as mineral content, the region where it was bottled,
whether the carbonation (gas) is naturally occurring or
artificial, and even the size and intensity of the bubbles (my
favorite is “medium gas”). I find a brand bottled in Selters,
Germany, which I discover is where the English word seltzer
comes from. The mineral water section and the beer sections
together make up about half of a typical German grocery store.
I am exaggerating but only slightly.

The other thing that stands out to me is the frightening
intensity of the grocery store interactions. On my first trip
to the grocery store, I forgot to bring my own bags to take my
groceries home, a mortal error right up there with the original
sin. I was berated in German by the grocery story clerk, an
imposing woman who looked like a Soviet-era monument carved
from granite, and forced to return to the back of the line to
purchase a reusable “eco” bag while my groceries waited, naked,
in a pile at the end of the check-out counter.
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On my first trip to a Netto, a discount chain also owned by the
Edeka Group, I witnessed an intoxicated woman bag her groceries
at the end of the conveyor belt with the slow, methodical
movements of one who is inebriated and trying hard to focus.
The rest of the line began to yell at her, a steady stream of
invective, that grew in intensity until it frightened me. I
couldn’t understand a single word they said, but I understood
the meaning of everything they shouted. The grocery clerk
watched all this take place with the impartiality of a UN
observer overseeing a war while she tapped her fingers on the
counter impatiently.

While in Berlin I used Total Physical Response (TPR) techniques
(see my State of Mind Q4 2021) to learn some German. One of the
challenges of TPR is it often lands you in trouble, giving you
enough language to start a conversation but not to finish one.
This is intentional, as finding your way out of these
situations is the only way to learn, but it is often very
embarrassing. When I am learning a language I keep a little
notebook and write down all the words and phrases that come up
during my interactions with other people that I wished I knew
how to say. Later, I look up the translations of these words
and phrases and try to use them as soon as possible by putting
myself back in the same situations. For example, a common
approach might be to walk around a train station and ask five
different strangers, “Excuse me, where is platform five?” even
if you already know the answer. By combining the physical act
of doing something with repetition your brain stores new
language in a deeper way — this is how all children learn their
mother tongue.

Shaken by my run-in with the grocery clerk I look up how to say
“I lost my bag” to be prepared for next time — ich habe meine
Tasche verloren. Tasche, I think. That might be related to
“attache”? A type of briefcase? They are somewhat similar. And
verloren — that sounds like the English word “forlorn”? You
wouldn’t say “I forlorn my bag” but the sense of being
hopelessly lost is close enough… I wonder.
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While I can recognize many Spanish, French, and Italian words
on sight due to their similarity with English and a rudimentary
knowledge of Latin (cogito ergo sum, after all), I soon realize
I have absolutely no understanding of German. I can tell when
someone is speaking German from the unmistakeable accent that
has been impressed on my consciousness through America’s
obsession with WWII films as well as the countless episodes of
Hogan’s Heroes I watched with my father as a child. However, I
struggle at first to find a single foothold within a sentence
full of actual German words, even though English is a Germanic
language at its core, and the two share a common ancestor. I
should be able to recognize more words than this? With German
words I have the sensation of remembering without remembering
why, an uncanny feeling, as if I had gotten up to go to the
other room to fetch something and then could not remember why I
was there. Or, I think I know what a word means, only to find
out it means something a little different. For example, wer
means “who” and wo means “where” — shouldn’t it be the other
way around?

On my phone I look up verloren and sure enough the root word is
the same, the Middle English forlorn which meant “to be left
behind”. The modern German word verloren kept this sense, and I
see the Dutch word is the same. So why does forlorn mean
“hopeless” in English? Here I notice an interesting footnote
about the Dutch phrase verloren hoop (“lost troop”), which was
an advance party or troop of soldiers picked to make the first
attack in a battle, with a low chance of survival. The verloren
hoop was often made up of mercenaries who would receive double
wages to be in the vanguard, or when they couldn’t find enough
volunteers, convicted criminals. From this usage we get the
English sense of “hopeless” when we say “forlorn”, although in
the process it lost the sense of “misplaced” that it retained
in German.

I now know how to tell people in German that I am lost but not
hopeless. Fantastic. My newly purchased eco bags ladened with
very reasonably priced produce and yogurt, I cross over the
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boundary of the imaginary wall and back into the former
American sector.

Two years before the Berlin Wall fell, in December 1987, I was
six years old, and my younger brother three, when our mother
traveled to Russia — then the U.S.S.R. — for two weeks. This
was an unprecedented tragedy for us two boys, to be motherless
for so long. We overheard the adults talking, she was going
behind the Wall, behind the Iron Curtain, whatever that meant,
but judging from strangers’ reactions it was a place of great
danger, and we might never see her again. Thankfully this last
part turned out to be untrue.

In fact, her trip was quite remarkable. For years, and to this
day, she has been a member of an amateur choral group from
Cabrillo Community College in Aptos, California. Through a
quirk of history they were invited to perform a lost piece of
work by Rachmaninoff that had been banned in the Soviet Union
for decades. An hour-long PBS documentary was made about the
trip called “Remembering Rachmaninoff” which aired on the San
Jose public television station KTEH in 1991.
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“In the cemetery outside the Trinity Cathedral in St.
Petersburg,” begins the documentary, “lie the great masters of
Russian music. Rimsky-Korsakov. Glinka. Tchaikovsky. But the
grave of one of Russia’s beloved composers is notably missing.
Sergei Rachmaninoff lies buried in America.”

Rachmaninoff was already a world-famous conductor and composer
when he returned to his family estate from a concert in Moscow
in February 1917 to find it had been confiscated by the new
communist authorities. Soon after he left Russia with his
family, first for Stockholm and then to New York where he lived
in exile. He never returned home.

In the mid-1980s the music director of the Cabrillo Community
College choral group was a man named Dr. Anthony Antolini, who
in addition to music taught Slavic languages and had a special
love of Russian choral music. One day in his studies, he
happened across a list of the choral works of Rachmaninoff that
included an unaccompanied piece titled The Liturgy of St. John
Chrysostom. He had never heard of this liturgy, and as he asked
around, he discovered that no one had heard of it, not even the
U.S. Library of Congress.

The Divine Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom — which I will guess
many readers have never heard of — is the primary worship
service of the Eastern Orthodox Church. Rachmaninoff’s version
debuted in 1910 but the church refused to sanction it for being
“too modern”, which you could never tell from listening to it
today. Because it was meant for the church and the church
rejected it, the work was rarely performed, and when in a few
years the October Revolution took place almost all religious
music was suppressed for decades. The piece was forgotten.

This story was put together later. At the time, Dr. Antolini’s
research led him to Saint Vladimir’s Orthodox Theological
Seminary in Yonkers, New York, where he found four part books
(bass, tenor, alto, soprano) of the liturgy, although no one
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knew how they found their way into the school library. Using
clues from another partial document on microfiche he was able
to reconstruct the original work in its entirety. My mother and
her choir practiced The Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom for
almost a year, learning to sing in Russian, before the Santa
Cruz, CA, debut in 1986. The novelty of the story picked up
some press and the radio station Voice of America broadcast
their concert inside the Soviet Union. This broadcast plus the
work of many in the State Department who sensed a thawing of
relationships led to the miraculous (for 1987) issuance of over
a hundred visas to tour the U.S.S.R. and perform in Moscow,
Zagorsk (Sergiyev Posad), Kiev, Alushta, Leningrad (St.
Petersburg), and Yalta in Crimea.

I have two videos in my possession — the original documentary
and two hours of unused behind-the-scenes footage. In the
footage, I can see my mother in the far corner of the soprano
section as they sing inside of the Trinity Cathedral in St.
Petersburg. In the video she is almost ten years younger than I
am today. Despite the distance, despite the wall, ultimately
time is always what separates us from each other.
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Earlier that same year I sat on the couch in a stranger’s house
watching TV. My mother cleaned houses during the day and
brought me with her when she couldn’t find childcare. After
work, she would join her choral group and practice
Rachmaninoff’s Liturgy for hours. As I got older, I helped her
with small chores, cleaning the windows, vacuuming the carpets.
At the time I thought I was helping, but now I realize it was a
way to give me a little bit of spending money. To this day when
I smell the distinctive scent of Windex glass cleaner, I am
transported back in time to a stranger’s house helping my
mother clean. On this day I just sat on the couch and watched
TV.

We brought with us a few tapes from our collection of
bootlegged Disney films, all recorded off live television
during The Disney Sunday Movie and later The Magical World of
Disney, two television shows hosted by newly appointed Disney
CEO Michael Eisner. One of Eisner’s early acts as CEO was to
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revive the weekly television format, previously hosted by Walt
Disney until his death in 1966, and cast himself as the new
host. At the time the Disney company was struggling and its
future was uncertain, so this was a bit of a bold move on
Eisner’s part. Unlike Walt Disney, who was a natural presenter,
Eisner had an awkward stiffness, as if he was counting the
steps to hit his mark and reminding himself each time to turn
and look into the camera before he started to speak.

On Sunday evenings our family gathered around the television
with some popcorn and watched Eisner, usually in a full suit
and tie, walk onto the set and tell a short story about The
Walt Disney Company, or the theme of what we’d soon be
watching, or something else, and then introduce that evening’s
film. Even at six years old I thought, who is this strange
business man and what does he have to do with Mickey Mouse?

My father would then start recording on our VHS player, it was
an awkward function that required you to push down a large
reddish-orange “record” button and the “play” button with two
fingers simultaneously. I remember it being very difficult to
press the mechanical buttons down, I tried but my little
fingers weren’t strong enough. Then, at each commercial break,
my father would jump up from the couch and rush to push the
“pause” button, so that when the VHS was played back, it would
skip the commercials. Occasionally, he would get distracted or
forget to pause or un-pause the tape, which meant our movies
were mostly ad-free but occasionally we saw the first part of a
commercial, or the next scene in the film would start part-way
through. We watched our pirated collection so many times that
these mistakes became as imprinted onto my memory as the
original films themselves.
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On this particular day I watched Pinocchio. Disney’s Pinocchio
is a terrifying film. Most people remember the wooden puppet
who wants to become a real boy, or Jiminy Cricket, or the song
that became Disney’s anthem, When You Wish Upon a Star. What I
remember are the kidnapped children who are taken to Pleasure
Island by the Coachman (who I will argue is the template for
Cormac McCarthy’s Judge in Blood Meridian), where they are
encouraged to indulge in all manner of eye-widening vices,
especially to a six year old: cussing, drinking, smoking, and
gambling. This behavior transforms the children into literal
jackasses, who, when they wake after their night of revels and
realize what has happened, are only able to bray frantically.
The Coachman gathers them up with a barely suppressed violence
appropriate for handling pack animals but definitely not
children, brushes and waxes their fur until it shines, and then
sells them to the salt mines or the circus. This scene is what
I remember from Pinocchio, this and the story I am about to
tell you.
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Midway through the film the owner of the house, a British woman
named Doris in her mid 50s, came home from some errands and
walked into the entryway, and from there down a short flight of
carpeted stairs into the sunken living room. She screamed. My
mother came running from the other room. Doris sunk to the
floor. She was staring at Pinocchio as if the film had
hypnotized her, waving her hand toward the television. We
turned it off.

When Doris recovered some, she told us her story:

In the summer of 1940, the year Pinocchio was released in
theaters, Doris was 8 years old and lived in central London.
This was not an easy time to be an 8-year-old in London. In
September of 1939, two days before Britain declared war on
Germany, a massive evacuation effort — codenamed operation Pied
Piper, a terrible codename if you recall how that fairytale
goes — was launched to relocate millions of children from
London and other cities to the countryside. Doris stayed with
her younger brother, but lost most of her friends in tearful
goodbyes. To make things worse, the winter of 1939–40 was one
of the most severe in decades, with the Thames freezing over
and deep snow drifts accumulating in the center of London
throughout January. Petrol and heating oil were already
rationed, and that same month food rationing began. Each adult
was given a stamp book and required to register at their local
grocer by the newly formed and straightforwardly named, yet
some how sinister sounding, Ministry of Food. The London
Blackout was also in effect. Each evening at dusk, citizens
were expected to use heavy curtains or cardboard to cover up
their windows. Few street lamps were lit. Cars had special
metal visors fitted to their headlamps to point the light
downward.

In the spring, as a treat for the children who stayed in
London, a special showing of Pinocchio was arranged. To add
some context, Pinocchio was Disney’s second animated film,
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after Snow White, and presented in full color, in a style and
quality of animation the world had never seen. Imagine yourself
as a child suffering through the dark and cold London winter,
through rationing and air raid drills and extraordinary times,
with half your friends evacuated because of the war. Imagine
the smiles on the children’s faces, the awe and the wonder and
the technicolor ecstasy of those opening scenes.

As the children laughed with unadulterated joy and watched
Pinocchio dance and sing with his friend Jiminy Cricket, the
sharp wail of the air raid siren went off. The Luftwaffe were
over the North Sea. The projector rolled to a stop, distorting
the characters on the screen, and for a moment everything
became bright white, like the earth laid bare by the noon sun,
the bright white of a projector light on a blank screen, and
then the light went off and the small theatre fell into
darkness. The children began to scream.

The adult chaperones jumped to their feet and tried to stay
calm. Dim emergency lighting switched on and the children were
half consoled, half pushed out the aisle and toward the
emergency exits at the back of the theatre. All of this was
practiced, drilled over and over, but practice is pantomime in
the absence of danger, and now adrenaline was in the
bloodstream and children were crying in the darkness.

The children emerged from the theatre into a back alley lit
only by the soft glow of a partial moon through cloud cover.
Signs pointed them to the nearest bomb shelter inside a
repurposed underground tube station. They were rushed down the
stairs and huddled together on the train platform alongside the
other residents of the neighborhood. The children whimpered
softly and held their knees to their chests in the underground
darkness and everything slowed down around them, the tunnel
lengthened, the strings of safety lighting stretched into
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pinpoints of starlight, everything stretching toward the tip of
infinity, like perspective lines pointing to the horizon, and
time came to a precipitous stop.

This moment, spooled onto a reel of memory and locked away,
suddenly unraveled 47 years later when Doris walked into her
living room in Aptos, California and saw me watching Pinocchio
on the television.

At six I didn’t understand any of her story. All I understood
was that I would not get to finish watching Pinocchio that day.

After our return from Berlin, summer tapered off gradually for
a few weeks and then fell off a cliff. This morning, after I
watched the sunrise and pulled myself off the couch, I fished
my felt house slippers out of storage and pulled on a
sweatshirt. Last night’s wind and heavy rain has turned into a
gloomy all-day drizzle, and dark overcast skies make it feel
like evening approaches even though it’s the middle of the day.
I sit in my darkened bedroom and peck away at the keyboard with
a thermos of fennel tea and a small bowl of dried prunes,
trying to finish this newsletter.
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At some point in my life I became infected with a wanderlust
that I just can’t shake. My sabbatical in Europe sated it
temporarily, but I can tell it has become worse over time. My
happiest moments are when I embrace it, my worst when I am
forced to consider an immobile future. What is it that causes
me to enter a grocery store bursting with excitement? Where did
the joy — the actual joy — I felt comparing the magnesium
content on different bottles of mineral water come from? When I
was in Mexico City five years ago for the Material Art Fair,
and I discovered that the bags of chips in the grocery stores
all came with small hot sauce packets inside of them, I
thought, what manner of brilliance is this, how can the whole
world not know about this? And in Amsterdam, ten years ago for
New Years Eve, when I found an entire aisle devoted to
potatoes, with vacuum-sealed packages of prepared potatoes in
every cut imaginable: cubes, sticks, slices for gratins, slices
for chips (American), slices for chips (British), wedges for
oven fries, crinkle cut, shoestrings, lattice weave, tater
tots, and more, all ready to be taken home, fried and consumed,
I thought, how could something so mundane be so wondrous?

I recently met up with a friend of a friend, who had just moved
to New York from Berlin, to help her settle in the city. We had
tea at a little cafe with a view of the Brooklyn Bridge and the
East River. It was a perfectly clear fall day, and the city had
some of its energy back. I could see in her face the joy and
the excitement of starting a new career in a new town. I talked
about my summer in Berlin, and that I enjoyed myself immensely.
I could see living in Europe someday. But New York is the
greatest city on earth, she said, why would you want to leave
this? She emphasized this with a wave of her hands as we looked
around at the nearly panoramic view of the harbor, the Statue
of Liberty visible in the distance.

I like New York City. After twelve years it’s the closest I
have to a home. What I miss is the sense of purpose when I’ve
traveled and lived in other countries, even if that purpose is
something as simple as learning just one new phrase and writing
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it down in my notebook. What I miss is the feeling that pulls
me out of bed each morning, excited to take on the day, to make
the most out of each hour, to see what I can learn. A day where
every single interaction, even something as quotidian as
ordering a cup of coffee, is laced with a thrilling danger and
unbounded opportunity. But how much of this is internal? Do I
really need to travel across the ocean to feel this way? Travel
might be a catalyst, but our expectations of life come from
inside of us. I don’t think it’s just that the grass always
seems greener on the other side of the fence, I don’t think
life in one city is better than life in another, but travel
changes me, and I want to change. That is the nature of my
wanderlust.

Wanderlust, of course, is originally a German word. A lust for
wandering, very straightforward. I look it up anyway. Lust
means “lust”. Excellent. But the verb wandern doesn’t mean to
wander, it means to go for a hike. As in, we like to hike in
the woods on the weekend. What the hell. Just when I think I
understand something, it pulls away from me by a few degrees. 

Luke Chamberlin
Brooklyn, NY
November 2022


